THE LIE OF THE LAND
regard to past or future. I myself lack vitality in functional daily
life, so that I appreciate it more passionately than any other quality
in those who dwell near and around me. It is curious that whatever
you may say against my work, nearly all critics and (or) friends
refer to my unflagging abundant vitality, especially in my Rakonitz
family books; insist on this vitality; sometimes deplore it where
it leads to a lack of form and a superfluity of words and characters
and themes .... As I happen to have no vitality at all, I never
hesitate to exploit a shameless theory (which may be true) that it
all pours away into my books and so I have none left for every
day . . . and that would explain (wouldn't it ?) my reluctance to
be the first to fetch things, to wash up, to stay up late, set out
on a long walk. What a welcome we give anything that will
cleat up the mystery of why one is or what one is.
Perhaps the same convenient theory might account for my
passion for water and boats . . . Water that supports you without
effort, and boats where you may sit and paddle for hours without
moving ,and yet without incurring reproach for laziness. Account
also for my love of gardens without gardening; if someone
says "garden" to me when perforce I am in a room in a city,
I at once see a place of green shade with a stream, and sunshine
outside the shade, and I sit within it, sit or lie at ease, in a hammock,
on the grass, in a deck-chair; I like to eat and drink in a garden,
sometimes to write or anyhow to plan writing, to read, to talk
with a friend, sitting together in a garden; but most of all to lie
there at peace and watch bird life and dog life and bee life, all going
about their business with passionate vitality, unaware of me. One
must lie or sit in a garden, unless it is raining. Rooms, in summer,
thrust you out again the moment you wander in. And I like, too,
to mooch round a garden at stated times, before breakfast, directly
after breakfast, in the evening at dusk, missing nothing, noting
progress, aware of the sharp bluish-silver shimmer on a teazle ball
before each spike spreads into tiny blue blossom, comparing it with
the same season last year, familiarity and marvels intertwisted, and
myself a happy initiate . . . Oh, a sort of absorbed mooching.
And Tlike what I can get out of d garden. Naturally I do. Nor
am I claiming that it needs a rare type to enjoy very young broad
beans, very young green peas, very crisp cos lettuces; and to pick
up and bite into that Worcester Pearmain just tumbled on to the
crisp wet grass; and to gather armfuls of flowers to fill all the
bowls and jugs and clear glass vases. It is hateful to be without
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